At the Lloyd, we see plants in unexpected ways. Join us as we tour flowers in our largest neighborhood park, experience an artistic interpretation of cash crops and learn about a historical perspective of herbal medicine. You can count on us to explore plants through a wide range of lenses.

Tour the Flowers of Washington Park

Join Cincinnati Parks horticulturist David White for a tour of the flowering plants of Washington Park on Saturday, August 28, 10-11 a.m. Rain or shine. Reservations required.

Flourish Exhibition Opening

When: Friday, September 10, 5-6 p.m. and 6-7 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

In early 2020, Melissa Haviland, artist-printmaker from Athens, Ohio,
spent a month on-site at the Lloyd conducting research to inform her project, *Flourish*. The resulting exhibition runs September 10 through November 20 and features screen prints installed on wallpaper, reflecting her research into early travel and botanical illustrations with a focus on cash crops.

This ticketed opening event offers time slots at 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. with reduced capacity. Masks are required and will be available at the door. Registration Required.

Plants have been a part of medicine throughout human history. One little-known example is the Eclectic medical movement of the 19th and early 20th centuries. In this episode of the *Grounded Hope* podcast, host Renee Wilde interviews Lloyd librarian Alex Herrlein about the Eclectics and the Lloyd brothers' role in nature-based medicine. For more on this fascinating healing tradition, click here. (photo credit: Renee Wilde)

Masks are required for all employees and visitors at the Lloyd Library. For the most up-to-date policies, please visit our website.

The Lloyd will be closed through August 20 for facility work and will reopen for visitors on Saturday, August 21
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